
Release Notes
Storyteller v4.1

This document provides an overview of the new features 
and enhancement requests that were implemented in this 
release, and describes any important upgrade advisories 
and resolved issues. It also outlines the known issues, and 
workarounds if applicable, that you may experience while 
using Storyteller v4.1.

For more detailed information about Storyteller, please 
refer to the Storyteller product documentation accessible 
through the product’s user interface under “Help”.
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What’s New
Storyteller 4.1 introduces several new features that further empower enterprises to gain 
efficiencies, quality, and agility. New features include the introduction of reuse and quick 
reconciliation to Storyteller, an extension of the platform’s modelling capabilities with the 
addition of UI mockups, and the ability to quickly move artifacts with drag and drop capabilities 
in the Explorer.
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Reuse and Quick Reconciliation - Reuse enables artifacts to be extended through a continuous 
delivery lifecycle and enforces enterprise standards and compliance mandates by creating and 
maintaining a strategic content library with controls. Single artifact reuse can be accessed via 
the artifact toolbar, or multiple artifacts can be reused by clicking the Actions dropdown in the 
List View. If changes are made to either the source or reused artifact, you can quickly reconcile 
artifacts in the Relationships tab of the Utility Panel by selecting the Reuse icon.
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Drag and Drop - Quickly and easily organize your repository to support planning and work 
management for large sets of artifacts using Storyteller’s bulk move operation via drag and drop.

Select single or multiple artifacts and move them within your workspace effortlessly.  
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UI Mockups - Communicate and collaborate on the design intent and expected user experience 
of your solutions using the new UI mockup / Wireframing library in the Universal Model 
Editor. Each component can be elaborated on with annotations, custom property attributes, 
threaded discussions, or with traces to other artifacts. These visual assets can be integrated to 
downstream development work management tools to be referenced for implementation. 

For Blueprint users, there is a quick and easy conversion available to convert your Blueprint 
assets into the new Storyteller format. 
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Steal Lock - Artifacts are locked when a user has made changes but not published them. In 
Storyteller 4.1, users with steal lock privileges can remove a lock from another user and edit 
the artifact. When a user with the granted privileges steals a lock, any unpublished changes are 
discarded.  
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Resolved Issues
The following issues were resolved for Storyteller v4.1:

• UI mockup table data was appearing correctly in Blueprint, but incorrectly when viewed in 
Storyteller (Issue# 17445)

• In the Explorer, users can now move and reorder artifacts using drag and drop 
(Issue# ER314881 and ER347105)

• In the list view, users can select multiple artifacts and perform bulk reuse operations 
(Issue# ER276543)

Implemented Enhancement Requests

Browser Advisory
For optimal performance and application experience, the latest version of Google Chrome is 
recommended for use with Storyteller.

Upgrade Advisories
Storyteller Version Support

With the release of Storyteller 4.1, support will be terminated for the following Storyteller 
versions: 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. If you have any questions or concerns, please reach out to 
the Blueprint Support Team. 
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Blueprint provides industry-leading, enterprise software for Agile planning and regulatory change management 
to accelerate and de-risk the digital transformation of large organizations.

Our products – Blueprint and Storyteller – resolve the complex development and compliance challenges 
that plague the world’s biggest organizations. Blueprint is trusted by the Fortune 500 to drive innovation, 
collaboration, and alignment; ensure regulatory compliance; and safeguard the business value of products from 
definition to delivery.

To learn more about Blueprint and its suite of solutions, visit www.blueprintsys.com or contact us at
Info@blueprintsys.com.

About Blueprint

If you require further assistance, or if you have encountered a problem that is not listed above,  
please submit a support case using the Blueprint Community (https://community.blueprintsys.com).

Known Limitations
The following are known limitations in  Storyteller v4.1:

• Dragging and dropping artifacts in the Explorer is only supported on the Google Chrome 
browser.

• Reuse merge reconciliation is not available in v4.1, but will be included in the next release of 
Storyteller.


